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ABSTRACT
This paper contrasts the reactive and proactive

approaches to personal growth and development for college students at
a university. The potential of residence hall education and proactive
growth activities is specifically pointed to, while all of student
affairs are challenged to look at the more proactive growth model.
Basic goals of a proactive growth program, specific experiences
offered to students, review of research, as well as "new directions"
are thoroughly covered to give the reader an opportunity to get an
overall picture of a program of this nature..Some additional thoughts
concerning the personal experience of being a proactive individual in
a university setting are also shared. It was suggested that in the
future a program could offer mini-workshops, each exploring a
different approach to personal growth, such as sense awareness,
fantasy, dreamwork, body movement, body message, non-verbal, and
gestalt-awareness training(Author/B9
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Residence Education Now -

In reviewing "The Educational Role in College Student Housing" (DeCoster
and Riker, 1971), tha general objectives for college student housing are oifer-
ed on r five level hierarchy, with all levels being interrelated in nature,
mlAile each representing a somewhat distinct set of student needs. Personal
Growth Groups generally aim at meeting the educational levels of the hierarchy,
while more specifically provide "opportunities for individual growth and devel-
opment."

What traditionally, or typically has occurred in the area of growth and
development is a "problem-reactive pattern. As we begin to notice a growing
problem with drugs, we react with Male panels, and demonstrations concerning
the drug problem. When we recognize a black/White problem on campus (in a resi-
dence hall setting) we usually react to it in a variety of ways, including an
in-service education workshop for all R.A.s concerning race relations, and
again show films, etc. What the reactive approach tends to do is wait for pro-
blems or needs to arise and then react to them with activities designed to
"clear up" the problem.

The "reactive" approach has moat often been used when providing opportuni-
ties for individual growth and development, In describing the challenge con-
fronting the student personnel and other helping professions, Foulds aLld Guinan
(1969) say "We can no longer be content to focus on adjustive, remediative mea-
sures to revitalize Lumen experience." They suggest that persons working with
students, such as we, become more proactive and that our activities become more
mh.sgrowth- centered rather than roblem-centered if we are to make a maximum con-

tribution to the university and ultimately to 'society.

CS The potential of residence education is pointed. to by Rand and Carew
O (1970), "one of the most powerful learning centers on college campuses, and
4N perhaps the most overlooked, is the residence halls." krecent study.by Estler

(1969). reveals that residence halls and peers are responsible for stimulating
.0 and facilitating three to five times as much student learning as are classes.
CD

It seems essential to incorporate the "proactive growth model" presented
eD4, by Foulds and Guinan (1969), for residence education, the division of student

affairs, and the university to fulfill more of its potential and role. One part
of proactive'programming for residence education that we have exoerienced is
Personal Growth Groupe offered through the Growth Program originally sponsored
by the Department of Housing.



Proactive Growth Model for Student Affairs (i.e., housing) -

We have experienced a way of reaching a large number of students, offering
a wide range of proactive growth experiences, through a Growth Program, which
began in October, 1971 as a part of residence education at the University of
Georgia. The program is concerned with the expansion of human awareness and
experience and with the maximum development of human potentials. Specific ex-
periences, are designed to help students to grow, learn, and change, in the
following ways:

1. Facilitate intra- and inter-personal openness and authenticity, and
to learn to receive and send more clearly the signals and communica-
tions of feelings.

2. Facilitate sensitivity to one's own inner world of experience, becom-
ing open to and experience the process of self-exploration and self-
development.

3. Break down barriers, learn to effectively cope with the full range
of experience, and increase Creativity, productivity, and imagina-
tion.

4. Create and discover new and more exciting goals, values and commit-
ments, focusing on the continuous search for personal identity and
meaning.

"The primary goal of the Growth Program is to facilitate and encourage
personal growth in many areas by providing opportunities and experiences for
students to become involved in their own growth. The program offers an oppor-
tunity for residence education to fulfill more of its potential in the educa-
tive goals of the University and the Department of Housing, We successfully
have tapped the large potential for growth and learning existing in the resi-
dence halls by developing this proactive program (Witchel, 1972(b))."

Experiences Offered to Students -

Growth group - relatively unstructured group experience focusing on the
here-and-now, moment-to-moment experiencing of individual participants and the
interaction among them. The experience provides opportunities for personal
development and experiential learning through authentic encounter and confron-,
tation with self and others. A variety of time structures have been used inclu-
ding: weekly (4-hour)groups; walk-in gro'yps; 12, 14, and 24-hour marathon exper-
iences.

Focus groups, workshops, and seminars - A number of group experiences
focusing on a particular theme, aspect of human experienceror way of fostering
personal growth have been offered. Some of these have been: On being a Man;
On being a Woman; the dilemma of the white American; Couples (married, engaged,
dating) workshop; Ways of Growth Seminar (including, sense awareness, body
message, gestalt-awareness training, fantasy, and dreamwork); communication

workshop (including 'telespots', three-minute films on commun.:cation problems).
Other workshops which might be offered are: games people play; yoga, personal
growth through movement, sexual politics; homosexuality experience and students;
and blank / white encounter. The areas to be exploted are unlimited and offer
rich opportunities for growth and learning,



Research -

We feel the need to explore what we are doing to better understand the
impact we are having on students and to meet students' needs, as well as plan
for the future. We have conducted one month follow-up studies for the marathon
group experiences, One completed study (Witchel, 1972a) indicates that self-
reports on a one month follow -up questionaire were highly positive with regard
to the perceived value of the group, as they look back at how they felt about
the experience then and how they feel now, one month later. They generally
felt that the group was a highly valuable personal growth and learning experi-
ence and expressed ways in which they changed behaviorally as a result of the
experience.

We are beginning to use the Personal Orientation Inventory (Shostrom,
1963), a measure of self-actualization, to look at personality changes facili-
tated by a group experience. One study (not completed) shows an increase in
the group means of all 12 areas of self-actualization (significance not yet
determined), on the post-test completed by students participating in a 14-hour
marathon experience.

My doctoral dissertation (in progress) will provide a 10-week gestalt
awareness training experience, and will measure behavioral changes in the
participants of the experience. The research demonstrates the value of growth
group experiences being offered as a way of providing proactive personal growth
experiences for college students. I feel that the Growth Program activities
provide students with a unique opportunity for personal growth not available to
them anywhere else on campus (this has been personally experienced, as well as
related to me by many students).

New Directions (7) - (this section was written 6 months ago, before Proactivity
was confronted' wtth Reactivity's reaction at U. of Ga.)

We feel the need to.expand-grow, reach-out, and offer more types of exper-
iences'to students. Hopefully, we will receive support from other people on
campus who are professionally trained and experienced in some area of personal
growth to help us expand-grow!! Student response to the program has been excell-
ent, which also supports our need to expand.

In the near future we want to offer six-hour mini-workshops, each exploring
a different approach to personal growth (i.e., sense awareness, fantasy, dream-
work, body movement, body massage, non-verbal, gestalt-awareness training).
Students could participate in one or more of these experiences, becoming involved
with as many ways toward personal growth as they choose. We also want to offer
large group (100 to 200 participants) experiences providing.an opportunity for
persons to explore and discover new ways of meeting, getting-to-know, and being-
alive-with others, using a variety of large group experiential techniques (i.e.,
sense awareness, non-verbal experiences, and gestalt- awareness),, These experiences
would allow us to reach many students and provide them with an introductory growth
experience, which may facilitate their becoming involved with amore intense
experience being offered.

Our fantasies for the future show what might be called a "Residential
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Growth Center", providing students with a unique residential living experience.
Students wanting an intense personal growth experience would select to live in
the Residential Growth Center for a year and participate in a large variety of
growth experiences with others in this setting. The kinds of experiences offer-
ed would include most of what has been previously described in this paper, along
with the uniqueness of living with a large group of people (150-250 students)
who are actively involved with their own growth, and who are intensely exploring
ways toward fulfilling more of their potential. The potential of a Residential
Growth Center is unlimited and only by experiencing it could we begin to know
the affect it would have on the lives of the college students and staff who
would participate.

Some Realities of Bein Proactive -

One possible consequence of being proactive is to see-hear-sense and
experience life differently than reactors. / might easily and clearly see
opportunities to fill gaps left open by traditional education, which a more
reactive person might deny exist. Even more severe is denying the denial.
Parsons on the campus saw life at the university andi what we were attempting
to do different than we did; and as a result reacted in a direction they are
so skilled at - successfully stopping (tentatively) the program.

One of the realities of being creatively proactive is the possibility
of being accused of all sorts of radical things. Well it is radical and so
needed that it is obviously overlooked by many. One of the unhealthy behaviors
of a reactor is he/she has a very objective experience of what others are
experiencing (when he is looking from outside the programs activities, as with
our experience at U. of Ga.). They also have learned to react to political re-
alities in the direction of stopping growth and learning activities because of a
not-so-good political atmosphere. Enough on this..,What I learned from all of
this is "it was better to have done something and get stopped, then not to have
done it and feel guilty".

Presently we have begun to offer a limited amount of growth experiences
to students with the sponsorship of a vaduate department in the college of edu-
cation. The department does not offer close'student contact like housing, but
we are going to try to once again receive support from the housing people. I
believe this is very possible since the people in housing were extremely suppor-
tive even when the division of strdent affairs disagreed with them. It is very
difficult to hold back growth and change especially when a large number of peo-

ple got a healthy taste of it. Another interesting thought - if people aren't
trying to stop you and what you are doing, are you really doing anything?
It might be valuable to genuinely look at what you are doing and assess the
value it has for Eau and students, as well as other staff.

Some further thoughts I'd like to Share -

I am remembering Wilson VancDueen saying at a recent conference about his
being able to understand why persons use drugs; they really don't have, or know
of other ways to turn on to themselves. My,experience (and possibly yours) of
college students is that they generally seem to be bored, routine-like, dulled
and in using Fritz Perls description of people in America "walking corpses".



I have also experienced college people as being alive, turned on to their exper-
ience, joyous, and 'flowing'. The potential is there-here, it only needs to be
recognized and made use of.

The college experience is certainly lacking a great deal, esspecially any
attempt at focusing on the 'person' of the student and the potential he holds
within him. I am acutely aware of the necessity to provide students with oppor-
tunities to help increase their personal experience. I'm remembering a number
of students recently telling me (when the program was discontinued) that the
group experiences were -are more tc-4 them than anything else the university is
offering to them, including classes and the way they spend their weekends...
This all, along with the goings-on inside me is what I am responding to in offer-
ing proactive growth group experiences to students at the university.

Stop for a moment..and be with yourself alone... and search inside for
who you are?...what are you doing bere?...who are the persons around you?
I need to do this and help others to do the same, its all very simple and yet
rarely happens to happen, especially at a university where our job is to educate!
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